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Message from the CEO
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Welcome to the first edition of the Parking Insider with myself as the new Chief
Executive following Lorraine Duffy's departure at the end of March. Lorraine was a
driving force behind the growth and influence of the association and her departure
leaves very large shoes to fill. My first month at Parking Australia has certainly been an
education for me and I'm particularly impressed in what Parking Australia has achieved
in a relatively short space of time. Naturally I am still finding my way around and
familiarising myself with the various activities that Parking Australia is involved
with...Read more...

Call for entries announced
Entries are now open for the 2018 Parking Industry
Awards. The Awards are a dedicated event which
celebrates the achievements of individuals, teams and
organisations in the parking industry. In 2018 the
Parking Industry Awards will cover seven categories,
including a new category for Young Achievers in
parking...Read more...

Top trending topics at Intertraffic
2018
Parking Australia Director, Sharon Prior, discusses
her key learnings from Intertraffic 2018, including the
harvesting and sharing of big data, smart mobility
and the need to focus, more than ever, on improving
the customer experience through the provision of
information. Read more...

New CEO for Parking Australia
Parking Australia appointed Hayden Cock as its new
Chief Executive Officer, commencing at the end of
March. Hayden replaces outgoing CEO, Lorraine
Duffy, who was the association's inaugural CEO for 5
years. Sharon Prior, President of Parking Australia,
said Hayden's appointment followed an extensive
national recruitment process and it was particularly
pleasing to have a strong field of candidates. Read
more...
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Sensors in public places can help
create smart & sociable cities
How are smart cities meant to meet citizen needs?
Big data from a network of sensors can give
managers and planners a real-time, big-picture
overview of traffic flows, public transport patronage,
and water and power use. However, the needs of
people in the city must be met at both the meta and
micro levels.
Read more...

LEARNING LAB ON TOUR - Sydney Olympic Park 29 May. Find out more...

What does the New Payments
Platform mean for parking?
The National Payments Platform (NPP) was
launched in February 2018. It was developed
through industry collaboration to enable near realtime payments in Australia on a 24/7 basis. The
excitement around NPP is due to the fact that it
allows consumers to transfer and receive money in
almost real-time. Read more...

The internet of insecure things
The IoT offers benefits to all industries, but the
connectivity of these once isolated things also
introduces new vulnerabilities that can affect our
homes and industries. As well as promising
convenience and efficiency, the IoT is a problem
because a vast number of internet connected
devices with poor default security create a large
attack surface... Read more...

UbiPark launches live on-street
parking
UbiPark have announced the release of live onstreet parking availability. The City of Melbourne is
the first city that UbiPark has introduced the onstreet data feed for, but more cities will be added
soon. Now live in the App Store and Google Play,
the release of live on-street parking data aims to
solve traffic and congestion issues. Read more...
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Smart Parking goes to the historic
royal borough of Greenwich UK
Smart Parking are delighted to be a part of the
Royal Borough of Greenwich's 'Sharing Cities' and
'Low Emission Neighbourhood' initiatives, after
recently receiving confirmation that they have been
selected as the preferred parking technology
supplier....Read more...

Port Phillip announces plans to
install parking sensors
The City of Port Phillip in Victoria has announced
plans to install parking sensors in key locations,
provide a way finding app and implement convenient
pay by phone parking across the city as part of new
technology upgrades endorsed at a recent council
meeting. Read more...
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